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 CSP ENGINEERING:
A SUPER SPECIALIST IN 

A NICHE MARKET

CSP Engineering is a niche specialist which develops 
technology for the production of wooden floorboards. CSP 
Engineering constructs all machines by itself. Therefore 
the company is able to respond to client needs and market 
trends quickly.  

A specialist for parquet production
CSP Engineering focusses entirely on solutions for the production of 
wooden fl ooring. The company presents solutions in various phases of 
the production.

PAR-Filler® and CosmetiWood®
The PAR-Filler® is a unique machine for fi lling knots and cracks in 
wooden fl oorboards. This machine traces, analyses, and rectifi es 
imperfections. Together with the PAR-Filler® they have also developed 

CosmetiWood®, a new water based and solvent free wood fi ller. Once 
it is dry, CosmetiWood® has a hardness and porosity similar to wood, 
absorbs oils and colours nicely, has excellent adhesion, and shrinks 
hardly, even with big knots. 

Parquet production: PAR-Duo®
The PAR-Duo® is a machine for gluing solid wood top layers or 2-layer 
parquet with waterproof D4 adhesion. Plywood sections are glued 
endlessly in the length, so there is no waste from sawn wood. 2-layer 
parquet is glued using the PAR-Duo® on a conveyor.

Logistic systems for the parquet industry
Various logistic systems can be integrated into the production for 
entering, buff ering, retrieving, or stacking boards. For example, there 
is PAR-Feed®, PAR-Return®, PAR-Collect® and PAR-Stack®.

MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PARQUET

PAR-Filler®
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Customized packing lines!
CSP Engineering off ers various systems in the fi eld of computerised 
packing.

PAR-Scan®
PAR-Scan® is a complete packing line organiser. PAR-Scan® measu-
res the length of each board in a pack, the number of square metres, 
the number of boards in the pack and all this one pack after another. 
The data reading plus the width, thickness, type of wood, quality, 
surface, etc. are printed on a label. A logo or bar code can be added. 
The information from each pack of fl ooring boards is , a pallet list 
with details is printed, and all data is made available on computer for 
your administration. PAR-Scan® stands for one unique system for 
reading, registering, labelling, and packing.

PAR-Strap®
The PAR-Strap® is an automatic parquet binding machine. It is easy 
to use and binds rapidly in barely a second. The PAR-Strap® is a 
machine which connects easily to the PAR-Scan®.

PAR-Film®
The PAR-Film® is a machine for packing fl oorboards in shrinking 
foil. The PAR-Film® has a high packing speed of up to 20 metres a 
minute. The PAR-Film® is a machine which connects easily to the 
PAR-Scan® and the PAR-Strap®. The PAR-Film® seals the shrink foil 
completely along the length and width sides. This means your par-
quet is fully protected from dirt, dust, and damp. In combination with 
the double compartment shrink tunnel, the PAR-Film® yields the 
best packing.

PAR-Pack®
The PAR-Pack® is the base for fully automatic packing of your par-
quet in set lengths. PAR-Pack® connects easily to the PAR-Strap® 

and/or the PAR-Film®, but can also link to other packing machines. 
The combination of the PAR-Pack® and PAR-Label® ensures auto-
matic packing and labelling. 

PAR-Label®
The PAR-Label® is an industrial machine for automatic registration 
and labelling and it is added to your packing line. The PAR-Label® 
consists of an industrial PC with touch screen plc, automatic label 
printer/applicator, and PAR-Label Pro software and database. After 
the input of length, width, and thickness, the PAR-Label® registers 
each pack of fl oorboards which is produced. A label is printed for 
each pack and stuck to the pack automatically, and then the pack is 
packed using the PAR-Strap® and/or the PAR-Film®.

PAR-Info®
The PAR-Info® is an automatic device which adds a leafl et or infor-
mation sheet to each pack of fl oorboards during the packing. The 
PAR-Info® is deployed in combination with the PAR-Pack® or the 
PAR-Scan®. The PAR-Info® adds an information sheet or folder to 
each packet with no manual labour. The manufacturer can print all 
sorts of useful information in the leafl et such as maintenance and 
storage guidelines, fi tting instructions, guarantee conditions, CE 
symbol, product specifi cations, logo, and trademark name

For more information please visit on www.csp-engineering.com 

PAR-Scan®
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